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 General Breedlove:  Thank you.  I’ll be mindful that you 
got the second team today, but it’s all good.  Sandy, thanks for 
the introduction.  Mike, thanks for all you do and what you put 
together here.  Your team and what it has done for our airmen 
across the years is awesome, and we are mindful and grateful for 
it. 
 
 Please accept General Schwartz’s sincere regrets he could 
not be here.  He’s probably right now still in front of the 
Congress doing his first testimony.  I’ll say it’s a nice change 
of pace for him to be stuck there and me to get to come to 
Florida, so that’s not bad. 
 
 I guess the other point that is quite striking to me this 
morning is all of my fellow four stars, at least this morning, 
they had these bright, beautiful videos to show you all the neat 
stuff they got to do and get to do.  If I was to show you a 
video of walking the halls of the Pentagon going to my meetings,  
it would probably run most of you out of here, so I’ll dispense 
with any videos this morning. 
 
 Despite our pleasant surroundings there are serious issues 
that we must consider at this conference.  Considering the Air 
Force leaders you’ve heard from and you will continue to hear 
from over the next couple of days, and the presentations and the 
exhibits and the people in the hall, I believe there are few 
better places than here this week for frank discussion and 
debate about what our Air Force should anticipate and how it 
should prepare for the challenges of tomorrow, and as you know, 
there are many. 
 
 Over the past year Secretary Donley and General Schwartz 
have pointed out that we are at a strategic inflection point.  
We will fulfill our commitment to the joint and coalition team 
to do anything and everything for this current fight, as you’ve 
heard said today, while at the same time we have to prepare our 
Air Force for full-spectrum operations.  Our nation demands it 
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and relies on us to fight across the full spectrum of conflict, 
not just in the wars that we find ourselves in today.\ 
 
 We must address and uncertain future and environment where 
actors and their ability to shape world events continue to 
evolve at a blinding pace.  So we cannot give short shrift to 
just one or the other end of this continuum.  Our tasks would be 
daunting even in relatively permissive budget environments as 
we’ve enjoyed over the past decades during which we had a 
greater ability to purchase those cutting edge weapon systems 
and capabilities.  But now we face static or even declining real 
budgets, and certainly decreased purchasing power. 
 
 Yet we have to be prepared, so today I want to highlight a 
few of the ways the Air Force is working to balance the needs of 
today and the challenges of tomorrow, even while we face these 
tough fiscal pressures. 
 
 Over the last decade the inherent flexibility and 
adaptability of air power, and yes, Chief, our airmen have 
repeatedly proven invaluable in our wars in both Afghanistan and 
Iraq.  My recent trip to Afghanistan gave me the privilege of 
spending time with our amazing airmen who stand alongside the 
soldiers, sailors, marines, even coast guardsmen, all over 
Afghanistan.   
 

Airmen who proudly help restore stability and create 
favorable conditions for effective governments and sustainable 
economic development for our brother Afghan people.  They’ve 
helped develop new types of close air support.  An old TACP, an 
old ALO like me, it’s fun to see what these young folks have 
truly done with what we thought we were going to do back in the 
Cold War days.  They’ve helped develop vital airlift, precise 
airdrop, refueling capabilities that we would have never thought 
of, and most importantly, they have assured that many other 
tactical and operational accomplishments that have direct effect 
on our strategic goal, our strategic end in Afghanistan. 
 
 As a service we can be proud of our achievements over this 
decade.  We’ve ramped up our remotely piloted vehicle orbits 
from one in 2001 to 48 today.  We’ve given eyes to the ground 
commander.  Eyes that they never anticipated and eyes that they 
flat cannot live without today. 
 
 We put them in the seat of our Predators and Reapers, 
literally, to overwatch their troops.  As was mentioned by Donny 
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this morning, to let them see around every corner before they go 
there. 
 
 We’ve confronted many challenges in adapting to the new and 
evolving situations in Iraq and Afghanistan.  Our challenge now 
is to integrate these irregular warfare lessons learned to 
normalize the career fields that we have created, and to 
recapitalize our most stressed platforms.  The tactics, 
techniques and procedures we’ve owned in combat are already in 
our 3-1 manuals, but unless we continue to train to them, 
inculcate them, then we will have lost decades of investment. 
 
 Of note, we have had several platforms and career fields 
that are so critical to the current fight that they have been 
kept at surge rate for years and years.  Obviously this is not 
sustainable for the long term.  For example, our remotely 
piloted vehicle operators have had their assignments extended, 
leaves canceled, test and training sorties foregone in order to 
fly and fulfill our combat requirements.  It’s necessary to take 
these comparatively drastic measures to meet the critical needs 
of our joint team.  That appetite is never-ending. 
 
 Eventually we will need to incorporate these capabilities 
into a more normalized AEF structure, one that normalizes our 
force generation and brings more predictability to our airmen’s 
lives.  In addition to the demands we put on our people, we have 
been stressing our airplanes.  Quite frankly, we are flying them 
hard, and flying them hard in some very tough environments and 
at much higher rates than we had ever thought or dreamed.  With 
an eye toward the long term viability of our tactical forces, we 
will ensure that our current fighters are fully mission capable 
long from now as the F-35 comes on-line.  To this end we’re 
outfitting our entire F-15 fleet with the new AESA radar and 
investigating the service upgrade life of our F-16s and what we 
will have to do to their avionics to continue to buy capability 
forward until the JSF can arrive in numbers.  In short, we must 
absolutely learn from what we have seen in the past decade and 
make it standard in our diversifying portfolio of capabilities 
as we move forward to address other even higher end threats. 
 
 A little about Air Sea Battle.  I want to talk about three 
things now that will help us shape our future in a more 
uncertain and in a tougher environment.  I’ve been proud to be a 
part of Air Sea Battle since day one, and I’ve handed it off to 
Hawk Carlisle who will talk to you more about it later tomorrow, 
I think. 
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 It’s important to note that there are actors around the 
world, some of them even friendly, but actors and potential 
adversaries who are currently developing capabilities and 
strategies that contest our ability to operate in those global 
commons around the world.  Key regions where some of our most 
vital national interests lie.  So while we continue to support 
today’s fight and integrate its lessons we must also continue to 
develop a force that can contend with this anti-access, or as we 
now call it, A2AD environment. 
 
 In addressing these challenges we can no longer invest in 
single purpose expensive or service centric capabilities.  To 
this end General Schwartz, Admiral Roughead and General Amos 
have been working that concept of Air Sea Battle, in order to 
create an enduring partnership between our nation’s air and sea 
services -- much like we did with the air and land services in 
the 1980s.  We have to make a strategic difference in these two 
forces in order to keep open the commons. 
 
 In the past we have succeeded by using temporary and 
sometimes quite frankly ad hoc arrangements where our air and 
naval components have collaborated.  Lacking an institutional 
underpinning, these arrangements have not evolved and would 
atrophy over time, and quite frankly have, if our services don’t 
put their individual and collective endorsements behind a more 
strategic partnership.  With Air Sea Battle, that’s exactly what 
we have done. 
 
 As an example of an episodic partnership that dissolved, in 
the early ‘80s many of you will remember the Air Force 
incorporated the long-range Harpoon anti-ship missile with the 
B-52 for maritime attack to address the rapidly advancing Soviet 
sea-based capability.  After almost two decades of collaboration 
we lost our commitment for the Air Force and we lost our 
commitment to assist in long-range ship attack.  So the Harpoons 
were returned to the Navy and the B-52s stopped training in the 
mission. 
 
 Instead of these ad hoc arrangements we are looking to 
establish a more permanent, more strategic relationship across 
basically three dimensions.  You’ve heard the Chief mention 
these, I’ll just elaborate a bit. 
 
 Institutionally.  Changes in service cultures and 
organizational structures to modernize and normalize 
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collaborative behavior and processes.  Quite frankly, we’ve got 
to be much more collaborative about getting along.  The further 
we are away from the Pentagon and the closer we are to the 
fight, the better we get along.  Now we’ve got to do that across 
all the continuum of things that we do inside training, 
organizing and equipping our forces.  Conceptually with 
institutional agreement on how air, sea and marine forces and 
assets will integrate and interoperate.  We have to just be 
amazingly, I used the word violently, interoperable once.  Some 
folks didn’t like that.   
 
 The bottom line is we have knitted together our forces in 
the past and we’ve made them work well together.  We’re going to 
have to smash them together to where it’s unrecognizable as we 
address the enemy and how we force ourselves into this A2AD 
environment. 
 
 Materially, our current systems have to be compatible or at 
least interoperable and with integrated acquisition strategies.  
All focused on required future joint systems and capabilities. 
 
 To be clear, jointness is not the problem.  As I mentioned 
before and as our CFAC of several years ago will say, we are 
very joint in the theater.  That’s not the problem.  With Air 
Sea Battle we’re talking about taking jointness to a different 
and new level addressing the intensity and the longevity of our 
collaboration.  A2AD challenges will persist in the 21st Century 
and with this understanding we must expand upon our joint 
doctrine, our joint organizations and training to bring new, 
comprehensive, comingling of our air, sea and marine assets I 
the protection of vital sea lanes of communication and transit.  
We will integrate our air, surface, subsurface sensors and 
shooters so that we can create operational advantages.  We have 
already tested some pretty front-line stuff.  How we integrate 
the F-22 with the Navy’s AEGIS, and how we can actually cue 
their weapons to keep their weapons out of the effects of some 
of the platforms that affect our airborne platforms.   
 
 For airborne interdiction of maritime targets we’re 
striving to see targets passed from a Navy ISR platform through 
Air Force command and control to Marine and Air Force fighters 
to prosecute targets real time.  Navy CAS on steroids.  This of 
course will require that we continue to link our separate 
command and control networks towards enhance connectivity, and 
quite frankly, seamlessness. 
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 Our future efforts will require integrated acquisition 
strategies towards deliberate inter-service interoperability, 
and yes, even some redundancies.  Rather than separate, service 
independent and competing acquisition programs. 
 
 Also as Air Sea Battle develops we expect there will be 
opportunities to collaborate with allies and with partners to 
ensure integrated and effective coalition force operations 
whenever we are called to act in that capacity. 
 
 But at its core, no matter how this emerging concept 
develops, the success of Air Sea Battle will hinge on the skill 
and ingenuity of our people and the long term commitment of our 
respective services.  Air Sea Battle is neither a one-
dimensional concept or a specific operations plan, nor is it 
intended to address any one particular adversary or theater.  
Rather it is an initiating concept with a long view to address 
any number of security situations that can contest our access to 
the world’s commons. 
 
 Institutional structures that normalize air/sea 
collaboration, organizing concepts that compromise strategic 
frameworks, and permanent integration of our air and naval 
forces, and material interoperability including integrated 
acquisition.  That’s Air Sea Battle. 
 
 Long-range strike.  Long-range strike finds its first need 
in Air Sea Battle, and Air Sea Battle finds its first need in 
long-range strike.  Fundamental to the Air Sea Battle concept is 
this viable, long-range strike capability, an Air Force core 
contribution that combines multiple systems to provide the 
nation with the capability to overcome area denial measures, 
penetrate contested airspace and networks, and assure freedom of 
action to deliver combat power in air, space and cyberspace at 
the time of our choosing.  Ultimately we must hold any target at 
risk anywhere in the world.   
 
 We are working with OSD to develop our concept of a family 
of systems that will continue to provide this capability to the 
nation for the next generations.  To ensure its flexibility and 
longevity we are seeking a balance between both simpler and more 
complex capabilities and platforms.  This would include 
obviously a long-range strike penetrating bomber capable of 
precise conventional attack first, and being optionally manned.   
We are taking a comprehensive family approach to the outset, 
focusing on proven technologies to achieve capabilities that 
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complement one another.  The family will provide asymmetric 
advantage and we think it will do that through the following 
sort of thoughts. 
 
 Greater versatility.  Integrated lower costs and less 
complex individual weapon systems that can be used across the 
full spectrum of conflict.  Flexibility among multiple missions 
such as strike, ISR, and airborne electronic attack that can be 
used against a more diverse range of targets.  Survivability 
with multiple systems incorporating deliberate planned and 
mutually supporting redundancies.  Finally, more adaptability 
over time to meet the evolving threat environment and changing 
operational concepts.  That is, quite frankly, one of the key 
features of what we’re looking for in our long-range strike 
platform, is a platform that is built to grow and built to 
adapt. 
 
 Long-range strike will be an evolutionary program that 
balances existing, evolving and new capabilities.  It will not 
be a vast and prohibitively expensive multi-platform acquisition 
program.  Long-range strike will improve upon a capability that 
our nation already has, and will continue to need in the future 
balancing weapons integration, new electronic warfare 
techniques, penetrating ISR.  We will continue to offer our 
nation’s leaders the ability to strike where and when we choose. 
 
 The bottom line is Air Sea Battle and the long-range strike 
family both rely on unprecedented integration to capitalize on 
our unique strengths, creating options to provide that combat 
capability over a wide range of scenarios. 
 
 All our efforts will certainly depend on the critical 
capabilities that our space systems provide, and that brings me 
to my third topic. 
 
 Our diverse but aging space assets will remain a vitally 
important enabler to our combatant commanders.  I don’t have to 
tell you that recapitalizing our satellites to provide the 
capabilities necessary in the 21st Century is proving to be a 
very expensive proposition.  Although providing essential space-
borne capabilities from communications to precision navigation 
and timing and missile warning, it will likely never be a low 
cost endeavor. 
 
 The current practice of purchasing satellites one at a time 
or on a just in time basis has resulted in the debilitating 
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costs of these systems.  These short-sighted acquisition 
strategies have caused production line breaks, parts 
obsolescence, inefficient use of labor -- all of which have 
raised the cost of our satellite systems.  Reducing the number 
of spacecraft we can procure and contributing to the fragility 
of our space industrial base. 
 
 In close cooperation with OSD and OMB the Air Force is 
proposing a new acquisition strategy for buying military 
spacecraft.  The Evolutionary Acquisition for Space Efficiency, 
or EASE as we are beginning to call it in the building.  Through 
EASE and with the support of Congress we will propose block 
purchases of satellites, fixed price contracts, stable research 
and developmental funding, and modified annual funding to cover 
these systems.  We hope to use EASE for the acquisition of the 
next two AEHF satellites and once this approach is proven and we 
win the support of Congress, we hope to expand it throughout our 
wider space portfolio where it is appropriate. 
 
 In conclusion, these are challenging times for our nation 
and its military, but quite frankly, they are exciting times as 
well.  All one has to do is tune into the news to understand the 
significance of the events that play out every day.  The stakes 
are as high as they have ever been.  At the same time the fiscal 
pressures are as tough as they have ever been. 
 
 During times like these our nation relies on the stubborn 
determination of its service members in conjunction with the 
resourcefulness of its industrial base and the small business 
community.  Together we have proven our ability to rise to every 
challenge with ingenuity and creativity.  Today’s challenges 
pose high hurdles, strategic threats, economic distress, but 
working together we can achieve new levels of efficiency and 
effectiveness across our mission set. 
 
 The great work that we manage to accomplish today will 
point the way toward even greater achievements in our next 
generation.  I’m confident in our ability to succeed through 
these tough times ahead, because I believe in our nation’s 
airmen who, like their fellow soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines 
and coast guardsmen are dedicated to excellence, selfless 
service and sacrifice. 
 
 I also believe in the partnership between our Department of 
Defense and our nation’s private sector.  Our fortunes depend on 
each other.  Perhaps now more than ever before we depend on each 
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other.  I’m sure that working together we can end up and play a 
winning hand no matter the cards that we are dealt day to day.  
 
 Thank you for allowing me a few moments to share these 
thoughts with you.  I look forward to serving with you as I grow 
into this new position as Vice Chief.   
 
 I think I’m ready to take questions. 
 

Moderator:  And I’ve got them. 
 
 [Applause]. 
 
 Moderator:  So we talked, General Breedlove, about family 
of systems, multiple systems in the long-range strike business.  
Could you tell us your thoughts, help be more specific, who 
belongs in the family? 
 

General Breedlove:  The most important or the one we like 
to talk about the most, obviously, is the new bomber, the long-
range strike aircraft.  Much to talk about there.  I think most 
of industry already kind of has the general gist of where we’re 
headed.  We need a platform that can meet the mission 
requirements.  Anti-access aerial denial is only getting 
tougher.  This has to be a stealthy aircraft that is 
maintainable and affordable.  It has to be an aircraft that we 
can buy in sufficient quantity to be tactically relevant in 
multiple theaters around the world at the same time. 

 
We will see probably some sort of Prompt Global Strike.  

Whether that is coming out of a silo in America or out of a 
submarine, we will see a conventionally tipped missile that can 
reach out probably and touch anywhere in the world within 30 to 
40 minutes. 

 
I expect we will probably see a longer-range air-to-surface 

attack missile, one that can strike with precision and be able 
to strike at tough target sets.  Hardened, deeply buried to a 
certain degree, but certainly long-range and tough target sets. 

 
Then there will be what I would call one or two enablers, 

enabling the aircraft.  Very stealthy aircraft that will do any 
number of missions.  I call it the utility infielders, the 
ability to do electronic attack, ISR, machine to machine cueing 
to enable that bomber and other platforms to do their business. 
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Somewhere in that combination we will fall out, and the 
idea is to have a family that can address from a very simple 
mission where maybe a long-range bomber goes in by itself and 
comes out by itself, all the way up to the high end, anti-access 
aerial denial problem set that we see in the Gulf or in the 
South China Sea, which may take the entire family to get the 
mission done. 

 
Moderator:  So you indicate 30 to 40 minutes, I think.  In 

that regard, does that suggest forward basing? 
 
General Breedlove:  In the case of a missile coming out of 

a submarine, certainly that one would be forward based.  But the 
Prompt Global Strike could be U.S.-based. 

 
Moderator:  Do you see in the family of systems any issues 

or changes in terms of munitions going forward? 
 
General Breedlove:  I do.  We’re building an aircraft, or 

we hope to build an aircraft that will deliver and become 
relevant in the mid ‘20s.  Why would we build that aircraft to 
carry the weaponry of today?  

 
As was talked about earlier today, we are working hard on 

the MOP, the MOP -- the Massive Ordnance Penetrator -- is going 
to bring some incredible capabilities to our combatant 
commanders and will get after target sets that are very 
worrisome to us.  But the MOP is a huge, massive is the right 
word.  If we try to drive a future bomber to carry weapons the 
size of the MOP it would put us into a regime and a realm that 
might make the cost prohibitive.  So we look to build a family 
of systems that will carry weapons that we think should be 
smaller, lighter, but have the same tactical effect as those 
that we have today.  In other words, how do you build a smaller 
weapon that does what the MOP does so that an airplane can carry 
more of them longer and deeper? 

 
Moderator:  We have some contractors in the room, as you 

know.  In lieu of the Chief’s statement recently regarding 
smoke, do you have any advice you’d like to give them?  That’s 
Part A.  Part B is really, as you look towards the future, if 
you were a contractor and you had an investment to make, where 
would you make that investment? 

 
General Breedlove:  Let me attack the first one and that 

will give me time to try to think about the second one. 
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I think you saw a little bit of the Chief’s passion.  The 

bottom line, it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out 
that we are going to be having to do the mission that our nation 
requires of us with less purchasing power in the future.  For 
all of the reasons that you talked about.  I couldn’t agree more 
with the Chief. The most important weapon system we have is our 
airmen.  Our airmen are becoming more and more expensive day by 
day.  And we do not see a top line increase for any of our 
services in the future.  So the purchasing power of our Air 
Force is going to shrink.  But inside of that shrinking we’re 
going to have to continue to meet all of the mission sets that 
we have, and that is one of the very first shaping factors on 
this long-range strike aircraft, is to make it affordable.  Make 
it an aircraft that can grow into the capabilities that we need 
in the future, but make it affordable. 

 
We talked earlier, General Shelton did, about the rising 

cost in space.  Our mission is going to grow in space, it’s not 
going to diminish.  If the mission is growing and the cost is 
growing at the same time, there’s another huge squeeze on our 
ability to buy the things that our nation needs in its Air 
Force. 

 
So the bottom line that I think the Chief, the message that 

I’ve heard he and the Secretary give over and over is be 
realistic with us when you develop your costing and your 
programs so that we can count on what you tell us.  Then if we 
can count on what you tell us, then we can build a budget that 
allows us to buy across the capability set.  If we do that and 
then one of the pieces of the pie gets grossly out of whack, it 
just puts pressure on everything else in the mission set, things 
that we absolutely need.  So the consistent message of the Chief 
and the Secretary, and yes, I’ve seen their passion in more than 
one instance, is give us realistic expectations.  When you set a 
price or set a program with us, deliver what you’ve said you’re 
going to deliver at the price you said you’re going to deliver 
it at.  That’s what we’re looking for.  Those are the programs 
that will continue to be funded and the ones that don’t are 
going to be the ones that face the squeeze when the squeeze 
comes.  That’s pretty much where the Chief is. 

 
Moderator:  What would be the next weapon system?  What 

would you like to see them working on with their money? 
 
General Breedlove:  I have a list of about five things in 
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the one month that I’ve been the Vice Chief that make my head 
hurt, and probably the biggest one is how are we going to 
recapitalize our fleet of aging aircraft?  We’re flying, as you 
heard this morning, General Hoffman I think said, our average 
age is around 25 or 26 years.  We’re flying the oldest fleet of 
tactical aircraft we’ve ever flown.  I think that the saying 
that the mother of the last pilot that will fly the B-52 has not 
been born yet is still true.  We will fly the B-52 for many many 
years. 

 
We are coming to a point where the recapitalization of our 

flying fleet is going to be debilitating.  I would make the plea 
there that we want to really move out and do well on the JSF.  I 
see good things happening in the JSF program.  I’ve seen some 
great emphasis brought to the testing and moving out on the 
points that will get us closer to our deployment. 

 
I don’t want to have to spend a lot of our precious 

tactical dollars taking care of older airplanes.  I’d rather get 
into the recapitalization process, get to a production ramp on 
our tactical aircraft that lets us get our fleet recapitalized 
sooner. 

 
So if I had money to spend it would be in the 

recapitalization of our aircraft and our aircraft fleet. 
 
Moderator:  Good advice.   
 
It’s commendable the work that the Secretary and the Chief 

clearly are doing to save money today.  But we don’t see 
Congress responding with accolades.  How can we convince 
Congress that we are good stewards of the money they’re giving 
us, and to protect the budgets? 

 
General Breedlove:  I would offer maybe just a little 

different take on what you said.  We are going through a process 
where our Secretary of Defense has asked us to do certain 
efficiencies.  The efficiencies that we put forward, we were 
able to roll back into our systems and, quite frankly, as was 
mentioned earlier today through the efficiencies drills, in the 
larger picture the Air Force did okay.  Some of the money that 
OSD saved across the force I think will end up in our long-range 
strike program.  So the Air Force has done okay there. 

 
The problem now is that we have taken efficiencies like we 

often do, and we have built those efficiencies into our program 
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and now we have to deliver because the money that we have to 
spend internally will come from our efficiencies.  So if we 
under-perform on our efficiencies, then we will under-produce 
the money we need to make the purchases that we are making. 

 
Some of the work we want to do in the AESA radar and the F-

15.  Some of the things we want to do continuing the buy rate in 
the Predators and Reapers.  All of those things across the FYDP 
are contingent on us meeting our efficiency goals to produce the 
capital that’s required to fuel that engine. 

 
Moderator:  Another two-part question.  The Air Sea Battle, 

do you see this as only the CAF structure, or do you see ISR 
involved, transport aircraft, space, and beyond? 

 
And then in terms of joint exercises and training, do you 

use this as an air/sea effort just between the services, or part 
of the joint world? 

 
General Breedlove:  A great question.  The first piece is 

that Air Sea Battle will involve the entire Air Force.  It’s not 
just the CAF.  Quite frankly, it’s much broader than the CAF.  I 
think Hawk would tell me, we had a little over 200 initiatives 
that came out of the Air Sea Battle effort, and then we bend 
those into 18 or 19 larger initiative sets.  Some of them are 
straightforward.  They’re doctrine, they’re the way we train, 
they cost relatively nothing to change.  Some of them are 
material processes that we want to do differently.  Some of them 
are investment portfolios that we want to do differently.  Quite 
frankly, some of it will never see the light of day because for 
the first time I think in history we had a small group of Air 
Force officers and a small group of naval officers totally read 
into every black program of the other service to find out where 
the redundancies were, where the gaps were, et cetera, et 
cetera.  Out of all of this we will come out with investment 
strategies, we’ll come out with training strategies, we’ll come 
out with changes to doctrine, and in some places we’ll just come 
out with different tactics and techniques and procedures of how 
we employ together.  All of those are wrapped up in what will 
roll out in the first phase of Air Sea Battle. 

 
It’s important to note that Air Sea Battle is not over.  We 

just delivered it and it’s being approved now by the CNO, the 
Commandant and the Chief, but we think it’s going to be a five, 
six, maybe seven year conversation, much like Air Land Battle 
was in the ‘80s.  This is round one.  We’ve got a lot to get 
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right.   
 
A question earlier this morning was posed about will the 

ground forces be involved in the future.  I think they’re going 
to have to.  In Air Sea Battle we made some assumptions about 
TIPI-2 radars.  We made some assumptions about Patriot and other 
things.  We’re going to have to roll those forces into this 
conversation and it will grow.  But let me tell you, as much as 
it is a great effort and turned out great work, it was hard work 
bringing our services together inside the building.  Remember 
what I said earlier, the further we get away from the Pentagon 
the more joint and the better we get along.  Once we get inside 
the Pentagon it becomes about money and it makes it tough.  But 
the team did a great job and I think there are some real 
successes that will come out.  We will see some things that we 
have some redundancies we don’t need, and we have identified 
some gaps where we’ve got to get after it. 

 
Moderator:  General Breedlove, a very enjoyable discussion.  

I wish we could continue.  We’ll do that in the Green Room once 
we find out where it is.  But thank you very much, sir. 
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